EASyL models comparison and buying guide
Model

Support panel height
(No width limit)
Palette size (1)
Wet panel carrier
The incorporated wet
panel carriers can take
two panels of sizes
chosen from:

Weight (2)

Other Features

Remarks

Standard EASyL series (with builtin wet panel carrier)
Lite
Pro
Versa

Max. 16"

ClassicMini

Slimline series
Classic1

Classic2

Max. 18"

Max. 20"

Max. 16"

Max. 20"

Max. 20"

101/4" x 123/4"

115/8" x 153/4"

133/8" x 171/8"

10"x12" (medium to
small)
2 pcs 1/8" or 3/16"

11"x14" (medium)

12"x16" (large)

2 pcs 1/8" or 3/16"

10" x 12"
9" x 12"
8" x 10"

11" x 14"
10" x 12"
9" x 12"
8" x 10"

3 lbs 8 Oz

4 lbs

2 pcs 1/8" or 3/16"
12" x 16"
11" x 14"
10" x 12"
9" x 12"
8" x 10"
6" x 8"
4 lbs 12 Oz

The slimline design results from taking out the wet panel
storage area, reduced the thickness and weight of the box;
except you will need another mean to carry the wet panels
in the fields.

2 lbs 7 Oz
3 lbs 14 Oz
5 lbs 6 Oz
Mini, the most
The mid size box The box has the
compact box in the has a much larger palette size of 14
Classic model
palette size than x 18 inches, it is
range. Because of the Mini, 12x16
the largest of all,
Versa is the most
provides such
Lite is the most
versatile pochade in its slimline format, it inches, large
Pro is the mid size
ample space for
compact pochade for
the range. The 12 x 16 can be easily tugged enough for both
pochade, with 11x14
laying out pre
the unique and
inches palette, largest into a carryon bag beginners and
inches of palette,
patented EASyL
pochade box you can or backpack. Ideal experienced artists mixed colors
equal to an indoor
for dual purposes following the
design: pochade box
find in the market. The for traveling and
studio wood palette,
combined with panel
ideal easel with largest hiking. The 10 x 12 in both outdoor and tempreature
good for both indoor
studio painting
gradation and
carriers. Our Carry0n
palette size and most palette size is
and outdoor purposes,
suitable for the
occasions. It holds value scale. Ideal
Bag accommodates
flexible wet panel
one box for two
a working panel up for artists who
this box plus your
carrying capacity. The outdoor painters
functions. Its wet
want to work on
other gear inside the
name says it, versatile using limited colors, to 20" high.
panel carriers can take
large canvas or
bag; alternatively it
for applications in oil, while still capable
up to 11 x 14 inches of
for artists paint
panels.
can be tugged in your
watercolor or pastel
panels from 8x10.
panels/canvasses
own backpack.
with optional grid
up to 16" in height.
separator.

(1) Nominal size. The actual palette sizes vary slightly depending on wood thickness of the walls on each production run.
(2) Actual weight may vary slightly due to different wood density in different lot of manufacturing.

